2004 chrysler sebring transmission solenoid pack
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link. It has also shifted hard going back into first when coming to a stop. Diagnosis: The
transmission fluid leak was either a leaking pan gasket, the cooler lines, or the control solenoid.
I checked all of the cooler lines and the only one leaking was at the cooler, not at the
transmission. I tightened the clamp, and that stopped the leak. I changed fluid and used RTV to
seal the pan, and the leak continued. It must be the control solenoid. Additional information:
Since my transmission clunks when going back into first gear, I figured that it wouldn't be a bad
idea to try replacing the solenoid to improve that shift. While I could have taken it to a dealer to
check the fluid pressures inside the transmission, I decided that I would replace the leaking part
first, since this repair was not much more than the price of diagnosis at the dealership. The
control solenoid solenoid pack can be purchased from the dealership, but I don't know the
price. Instructions: The control solenoid is located on the front of the transmission below the air
intake. Your first step is to remove the airbox and air filter. The control solenoid is located
below the transmission cooler hoses. Loosen the screw that holds this wiring harness in place.
Then unplug the harness. Once it is unplugged, you can unplug the connector just behind it that
goes to a sensor which is threaded into the transmission. You can see it in between the cooler
hoses in my picture, above. With both harnesses disconnected, loosen the three bolts on the
top of the solenoid pack. The outer two can be removed, but the middle one can't until you
remove the solenoid pack. Most likely, the solenoid pack will be difficult to remove from the
gasket. On the left side, there is a small aluminum flat area with a gap that you can use to pry
gently on it. Peel up the old gasket and make sure to remove as much as possible. Remember,
this is aluminum and it is easy to scratch, so be careful when scraping. Remove all dirt from this
surface and surrounding area so that none falls into the transmission or gets caught with the
gasket. Put the new gasket on the new control solenoid. There's no need for any RTV to hold it
in place. There are two sleeves that will hold it nicely so it won't fall off. Use the three bolts to
attach it to the transmission. Remember that the middle bolt will have to be in the hole when
you put it on. Again, this is aluminum so don't over tighten it. I don't have values for the torque
specs. Reconnect both wiring harnesses, put the airbox and filter back in, and start it up! I'm
understanding it from the 1g perspective and a recently changed transmission. The solenoid
pack has no "circuitry" that initiates actions. Everything in the solenoid pack follows the
instructions from the TCM. So the TCM has to learn how the solenoid pack is going to behave.
The 2gens are similar I think. Site Administrator. Back to top. OK Join. Choose Display Mode
Original Dark. The reliability and skilled design that go along with having a high-quality vehicle
encourage always buying performance and aftermarket components with a similar value;
high-quality parts don't always have to require a second mortgage. Chrysler sells highly
regarded cars and trucks, and they are often spotted on America's roadways. When it turns out
you need to order Chrysler parts, the best approach is to locate the most reliable OEM and
aftermarket parts available - and by shopping at partsgeek. A Chrysler always has been a fine
vehicle but of course even the most well-protected vehicles demand maintenance cycles or
repair. On occasion you need to get a new Automatic Transmission Solenoid for safe driving or
operational needs, and sometimes it's an item to enjoy; in both cases get the highest level of
quality you're able to swing. Quality auto parts are what you need to keep that car or truck in
great condition however tough the conditions. When your car or truck starts running rough, the
optimum plan is finding a new high-quality replacement or OEM part to keep your car in
optimum condition. It seems like the most difficult part about working on a vehicle is the need
to find a dependable source for reliable parts. Your vehicle's automatic transmission solenoid is
an electro-hydraulic valve which manages liquid movement in and out of as well as within a
vehicle's automatic transmission. A non-functional automatic transmission solenoid can lead a
car or truck's transmission to lock and requires immediate inspection. Skip to main content
Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply submit a support ticket within 30 days of
ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to return your product. See customer service
page for refund and return details. We scour the web to make sure PartsGeek always has low
prices. You can buy with confidence! New Yorker. PT Cruiser. Fifth Avenue. Grand Voyager. TC
Maserati. Original Equipment. Pioneer Cables. Standard Motor Products. Chrysler Transmission
Filter. Chrysler Neutral Safety Switch. Chrysler Transmission Mount. Chrysler Automatic
Transmission Speed Sensor. Chrysler Overdrive Relay. Chrysler Transfer Case Motor. Chrysler
Oil Cooler. Click to Enlarge. Mopar W Automatic Transmission Solenoid. Product SKU: W
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Automotive Forums. A Chrysler Secret! Read This! EveryOne with Transmission problems The
tranni just Stopped working from a red light ALL the Garages state i Need a new transmission,
or a rebuilt one ALL the Dealers state the same thing ALL the manual's claim it is a direct fault
that is emissions related This can't be right Everything was Fine Prior to going out on you
Neutral is not an engagement of the clutches When a tranni slips You still have forward motion
NO Tranni will start to slip, and go right to being gone instantly! So I replace the Solenoid pack
on the side of the tranni So I replace the input and output speed sensors I call the hotline M-F
8am-5pm eastern time The TSB Addendum was sent out to the production line Because they
where having the Same problem Right from the Get Go What the Hell kind of B. The guy tells me
to clean the spliced wires, and reconnect them Before I called the hotline I car dolly the van
home Always ask the person that is hooking a scan tool up to your computer, to check your
CVI! Guess what I was able to get this out of him After putting a brand New shiny ground strap I
noticed on! I paid of my son's school money, because we do not have any, for a new ground
strap! Now you ALL know the Truth! Watch it..! A financially Broken family That don't sound like
a very good experience : Can I instill some insights here? First, I got barrels of parts that fail on
these with no warning what so ever. Unfortunatly its sounds like there are some people in your
area that don't know electronics very well. So there must of been codes stored in the TCM.
Throwing parts at it because some code reader gave a code is such a waste of money. There are
so many different ways a transmission can fail. Every trasnmssion has its own type of problem.
And, hopefully they aren't using "white box" parts. If you have to guess, better make it an
educated guess. Have a good day. No other codes found Just 45 at the main PCM One computer
talking to the next EATX Controller fault I removed the EATX relay for a test run I am going to
test the whole thing out tomarrow, by removing the ground strap I'll let ya's know It only
happens on highways with me. It switches into neutral then when i slow down it switches to
second and stays there I wuz wondering if it is simple for anyone to find the 3 wires and the
ground themselves.. I'm a bit tight on money right now. Can u please tell me how? Can you tell
me where this splice would be?? Haven't had a physical look yet but would like to know ehat I'm
looking for.. Thanks again! This is SOME hope that this repaire won't cost me ! I am having the
same problems as all of you and I will try what you have said. One other thing I found out here
on the web is to take off the battery for 10 minutes and the tranny will come out of limp mode. I
will be trying this tomorrow. My 96 3. Then as it is coming down it suddenly will engage for a
short time, but disengages when you come to a stop. I also do not have reverse. I do have one
question. Does anyone here a high pitched whine with all of this? Tx Will be on again soon. I
agree that it must be problem with the sensors. Did you ever get the problem fixed? I have a 96
Plymth Grnd Vyr with a 3. You know i wrote chrysler a letter telling them about the problems on
our 97 voyager the transmission was slipping and asked them if there was any thing they can
do to help beeing that so many people where having problems with trannys and they said there
was nothing they could do. You know i will never buy another chrysler vehicle. We should all
write to chrysler cause one person cant do it alone so if you all get together and pass the word i
would appreciate it lets all do something here maybe some of you with newer vehicles might get
something back even half of what you spend on a tranny would be nice. I was thinking a list of
names would be suficient since we all are complaining about the same tranny issues. But
Chrysler is not listening Like i said i will never buy another chrysler, Plymouth or Dodge vehicle
as long as i live. Thanks FrankC. I posted this here a couple months back. I just reposted it
again with the word transmission in the title so it is easy to search out. Before you do anything
else Disconnect your battery! Check the chassis ground that goes from your batteies - post to
the frame chassis and clean that too. Shiny metal to shiny metal is good. Rust and corrosion is
not your friend. I've followed alot of posts here that have transmissions in limp mode problems.
Crawl under the vehicle with a haynes book in hand if need be, and check the solenoid
connections to the trans. Clean the grounds for the solenoid! Check the wires for the solenoid!
Too many trannys are rebuilt or replaced for big bucks because of a loose wire that was
inadvertantly repaired during reinstall or a ground wire that was rusted. These diagrams tell you
where the grounds are for all the components. Clean them. If you can't decipher the diagrams,
copy and paste them into word and email it to me and I'll be happy to help. I hate to see people
spend big bucks for parts swapping when the real problem is a loose or bad connection. I am
newcome to this forum, but old timer regarding 89 dodge B with 4speed tranny. The hulk has on
it, orig untouched engine and tranny. But recently am getting buck and jump occasionally when
in 4th gear. If I lock out overdrive it stops. It is worst when accelerating. I am suspicious that the
solenoid which engages the overdrive is going bad, but after reading all these posts, think
maybe now it is bad or corroded connection. Just got through putting vacuum modulator in
wife's 93 Regal which cured similar problem got suggestion from Buick forum expert and thus

managed to translate the Haynes manual. Have being running synthetic oil since got this
vehicle at miles several years ago and it has been one of the most dependable faithful
hardworking vehicles I have owned in the past 60 years. I admit it's only the third chrysler
product I have had the others: a 39 Dodge business coupe; a 62 Fury wagon. Before I crawl
under the SOB which is increasingly difficult for me I will appreciate any ideas, thoughts,
suggestions. Hey all, I have a 92 Dodge Caravan 3. I have unhooked the battery waited about 10
minutes and tried it and had all 4 gears and shifted like a dream,shut it off and went into limp
mode ever since. Its been posted about a 3 wire splice point,a Chrysler Secret,can someone tell
me where this splice might be??? I have called Miguel and he sent me information that helped
me fix my car. I connected a new wire from wire 20 to wire 7 at the L-R Solenoid. They have poor
lubrication thru the duel shaftsin the convertorI am having the same problems as all of you and I
will try what you have said. Hey guys lets do a survay how many ppl have changed the output
sensor and fix the problems or the input sensor Ok the latest If the van is cold in he morning the
tranny works perfect but after work when i am going home it will not work at all out of limp
mode no matter what i do.. I started having transmission problem two days ago on my 97 Grand
Voyager. Like the rest of you, it goes into "limp mode," with one difference: Now it won't shift
out of first. I disconnected the battery for thirty minutes or so and reconnected it. It seemed to
fix the problem for a couple of miles, then it started doing the same thing again. Worse, now the
door ajar chime keeps ringing and all the park and instrument panel lights flash. Just a note too
all on here IF you have a fix for us all to try why would up not give the locations of said fix so
the rest of us can find them, Telling us all about a ground strap or splice that you have fixed but
not telling us where the hell it is doesnt help all that much it just makes the rest of us trying
your fix looking all over the dam place T. So where exactly is this ground strap and those wires
that are taped together. How do you get to them. I just spent a couple of hours looking on my 98
Voyager. So far I've been lucky and haven't had any tranny problems yet. But I've just checked
alldata for the wires and ground locations but there are too many diagrams to look through. Can
anyone tell me which specific wires and ground diagrams I'm looking for? Check your relays on
the fire wall as well as the pass. Where is the splice and ground strap?!?!?!? Was travelling at
60 MPH when it shifted into neutral. Been in limp mode ever since. I would love to be able to
check these things before paying big bucks for a new grounding strap. Another thing is with the
spider gear pin breaking and will ruin the case. This is also a common problem too. If you have
the transmission out,pull the cover for diff and weld the ends of the spider gear pin to the
housing and not the spider gears. Fast - Post a new thread and ask the question. Many more will
see it. Also check Chryslerminivan. I too find myself among the many Thousands of consumers
shafted by Chryslers poorly designed transmissions and the external componants used in their
Mini Vans. We purchased a in with 24K miles. At 51K with no warning the tranny died! I also
wrote Chrysler Corp. Did they show any concern???? They could care less. Chrysler has known
about this problem from the beginning and has done little to rectify it. They have also shown no
care or concern for the public safety of people driving their van when it dies with no warning on
highways, intersections etc. Don't buy another Chrysler product, and get rid of the one you
have, unless you ensure that you purchase ONLY aftermarket parts, and don't buy anything
from the dealer themselves. I have purchased my last Chrysler product, and told them so after
back to back deductible payments on my drivetrain warranty on a Gr. Caravan that blew a head
gasket, then the water pump! I called Chrysler corporation and asked them to refund me one of
the 2 deductibles, and I read to them every transcript of every conversation I had with the
stealership. He stated that Chrysler cannot get involved with dealer disputes. I informed him of
his crappy product that sent me there in the first place 38, miles On the 3. On the 4 cyl it is
connected to the valve cover. Buy a 24 inch battery cable and a 40 inch cable both with open
ends for putting on bolts. Put the 24 on battery bolt then under the breather there is a ground
point on the engine put the other end of 24 and one end of the Put the other end of the 40 on
firewall where the main ground strap is. The 3 red wires is really 1 red flow through with another
red kind of glued to it. This is located in the main wiring harness comming from the trans. Get
under the car follow the wires from the connectors cut open loom and follow about 14 to 16
inches into the loom. This will probably not be your problem red wires the main issues are
regrounding the engine and firewall and the connectors at the solenoid on the transmission.
Same issue with my 96 Chrysler Sebring Convertible, Aamco said need new transmission but
that the gears are still decent, logically seems VERY electrical! I am going to try the ground
strap first, then solenoid pack. It had low fluid once and I heard that that can cause failure to the
packs, anyone else heard that? The red wire this guy speaks of that is connected to the
solenoid pack is on pin 4. It is the 12 volt supply to the solenoids. If the TCM senses an issue
and activates limp mode, it will cut the power to the 12 volt supply. You can stop limp mode by
wiring the 12 volt supply to the battery and bypassing the relay altogether - however, I don't

recommend wiring directly to the battery, if you do remember to use an inline fuse!! I will be
trying this tomorrow to see what happens. This of course can only be a temporary solution,
ultimately it is important to find out what is causing limp mode. I friggin hate my chrysler!! Limp
in mode. I have searched to the ends of the internet to try to figure this all out. And now I see
something saying something about a transmission ground strap. Where the hell is the friggin
thing at????? I will find it somehow. The only place this car has driven me is crazy!!!!! I took it
to my nearest "dealer" and they can't stick their finger up their ass without guideance. They had
it for two weeks, they couldn't get it started at first, and asked me if I could come start it for
them. What a joke. If I were a man, i'd be damned if I would call a woman and ask her to come
start a car for me, especially if I were calling myself a "technician". Then, after throwing parts at
it, they said come get it, it's fixed. I had just paid them almost I turned around and took it right
back to them, and left it there. They told me the next day that it needed an alternator, and it was
a dealer part, and the alternator alone would cost I played the stupid little wife part and said gee
let me call my husband and ask him first. I called some places, and found an alternator for Went
and got the car, we put the alternator in and guess what. Still not shifting. I sent it to a place in
Texas, they charged me They didn't do a damn thing to it. They just charged me. I told my
husband I did not like chryslers about a year and a half ago when he came home telling me how
he liked those "little pt cruisers" I told him they looked like those old milk trucks. Hell, I think we
are their own personal stimulas package. Just sell people "mystery cars" that have all these
unnecessary parts, that you have to take to "dealers" who are supposed to have a clue, and
probably do, but are probably made to screw people around, and put on parts they don't even
need. All to make chrylser more money. Oh, I know this makes me sound nutty, but I went to a
psychic a few years ago, and she told me I would be terribly injured in an accident, and to stay
away from light blue cars Maybe I should be mad at my husband, not chrysler. I have a similar
issue 1st 2nd neutral I looked on alldata and it shows the splice on my to be close to the tcm
probobly within a foot by looking at the pic I hope this helps somebody. I will check mine out in
the next couple days. Does anyone know where the wires are on this vehicle? Is there a
Youtube video or other video out there showing the fix? I have a 97 Grand Caravan with same
problem, first and second gear ok and then neutral and second lock. They say I need a new
transmission, but I would much prefer the wire solution or the PCM code reset solution. Has
anyone been successful with the three wire and ground strap solution? Seems to good to be
true, and I have not seen any posts from anyone who has done it successfully. Let us all know if
you have done it successfully and where the wires are. I have a Dodge Grand Caravan with
many of the problems listed in this thread. The transmission went into the limp mode,
speedometer didn't work, and gear selector indicator had all the selections boxed. By the way, I
put direct 12v current on the 4 terminal as suggested above to force the Transmission Control
Module to power up and communicate with the PCM, but no luck there either. I may have not
understood what the suggestions were above, with all the "three wire" hook up. Anyway, then, I
decided to check the fuse box. I had just serviced the transmission with a filter and oil change
and then pressure washed the outside. The water must have caused a short. What I discovered,
if this fuse is burned out it will put the transmission into a limp mode, won't shift out of 2nd gear
and gear selector indicator will have all the squares lighted which will not allow one to know
what gear the car is in. The reverse will work. I know the grounding of these transmission a
ground wire comes loose and that is always important to check. I could not get them to stop.
Then, I discovered there's a calibration procedure to follow, which I did and fixed this too. I
found this fix on one of the sites. It takes a minute or two, but all systems begin to operate
normally, at least it did in my case. One last thing, I wouldn't recommend buying a Dodge
Caravan. One shouldn't have to go to the dealer on repairs, but Dodge is clearly making a
vehicle here which nearly requires specialized knowledge and equipment to do repairs. I'll bet
you had a heck of time pulling the bcm with the one hidden screw on the top left. ALL car
manufacturers are making some parts of their vehicles dealer only service. You are far from the
first to overlook the EATX fuse. It supplies power to a portion of the transmission control
module TCM and gives many fits. Just want to correct one thing on your second subject. The
two respondents above have further spurred a thought on the BCM and the reliability of the
Dodge Caravan. Yes, I misspoke on the BCM calibrating to be sure, but I gathered that from
other sites and threads when I was trying to fix the many problems I had and some that I still
have. Actually, I'm glad for the correct info. As for the BCM changeout, I only was following
advice from other threads though inaccurate or perhaps misunderstood by me for my specific
issues. Nonetheless, I am very grateful for any information when I have these problems. Yes,
changing the BCM is a little tricky, though anyone with moderate to expert skills can
accomplish the swap. As for the Dodge being one of the best minivans. Well, yes, maybe.
Although, I'm not convinced. I am fairly a proficient backyard mechanic and I must say this

Dodge Caravan is taxing my abilities. Aside from the discussion above, I've replaced the left
window regulator pretty easy , plus I have oil residue in the radiator which I diagnosed as trans
fluid leaking from the trans cooler into the water. No biggie, I just need a new radiator it's an
older vehicle, I get it , but aside from this and other things not mentioned here, to conclude it's
one of the more reliable vans out there? One problem I have that is completely disturbing is
with the built in security alarm system. It is seriously causing trouble, at times shutting the
engine off at startup, cycling the auto door locks and making entry into the driver's door a
problem. And now, when I turn on the headlights, there's a defaulting sequence into a constant
beeping after three minutes, from I'm guessing the BCM under the dash. Anyway, once again, I'll
search out the answers and will fix this My first order of business will be to attempt to disable
the built in security system or simply try to defeat it. So, there it is, probably all of these Dodge
"technical advancements" looked good on paper at the time the engineers put them in place, yet
I being the end consumer 15 years later, when all of these things wear out and break, am
frustrated. I yearn to return to the Model T days. There are still one lingering item from this
thread that no one, as best as I can tell, has answered. So, there's no "splice point" or wiring
splicing for a transmission fix? In , when this thread was started, the following was written: "So
Or, was this all nonsense? The alarm was malfunctioning with door lock problems before the
BCM change. The BCM, although the same year, apparently did not have the alarm function. The
change did not work, and it changed the milage readout, which incidentally added more miles to
my van. There's someone out there who knows how to fix this if they wouldn't mind giving some
advice. As for going to the dealership, or transmission tech shop, etc, ain't gonna happen. I
joined this forum, and search the sites because I'm a do-it-yourselfer, which in my estimation, is
still Americana at its best. These are diagrams for a 96 MY caravan. ES01 splice is not far from
the trans controller. If you want to repair your van yourself you might want to get a subscription
to alldata. I was at a shop when they were fixing a splice problem. If it is the same one you're
asking about, I'm not sure. It was a few years ago, so my memory may be a bit off, but I hope
this helps. Sorry I'm bad! Reading again I see that luz has a 04 Caravan. Able to get this diagram
at home. As you can see the wire color has changed it is now a yellow with a orange tracer.
Splice is S I don't have access to splice location info at home. Splice will possibly be
somewhere near the IPM. Even these are suspect with their connector and for corrosion
internally. I will try to dig up more info tomorrow at work. RE Caravan "ES01 splice is not far
from the trans controller" jpb53, great info, plus the alldata reference. Could you explain what is
the ES01 splice, I mean, what wires are connected together or is the splice already in place and
simply develops a faulty connection which needs to be respliced? Follow-up opinion on
Caravan - my first ever Dodge van. In an attempt to fix oil in the radiator believed to be trans
fluid leaking within , I went to the local junkyard, there were 4 vans to choose from. All had the
radiators removed. I guess I'm not the only one. No problem, I removed a standalone trans
cooler on a F and will adapt. Yet, now that I'm making good progress on all my repairs, and the
van runs pretty good, I'm pretty happy overall. It seems to shift fine manually but obviously in
limp mode it will not shift beyond the single gear allowed in order for me to limp home. I highly
suspect that there is something electrical going on and not actual hard trans damage of any
kind but I could of course be wrong. I had the system scanned with one of those heavy duty
scanners and these are the codes that it tossed in my direction I need to get the vehicle up and
running without being ripped off and without wasting money trying to fix the wrong things, so
any suggestions or advice would be greatly appreciated. Nor did trying another computer brain.
So now we are really lost and running out of options. Unsure which part worked on my Sebring,
but sales person was more than helpful. Worked perfectly. Skip to main content Menu. Close X.
Call To Order: AT Oil Pan Magnet. Auto Trans Bushing. Auto Trans Case Cover. Auto Trans
Control Unit. Auto Trans Differential Bearing. Auto Trans Differential Race. Auto Trans Manual
Shaft Seal. Auto Trans Oil Cooler Assembly. Auto Trans Oil Cooler Hose. Auto Trans Oil Pump
Seal. Auto Trans Output Shaft Race. Auto Trans Output Shaft Seal. Auto Trans Seal Drive Axle.
Auto Trans Shift Solenoid. Auto Trans Solenoid Gasket. Auto Trans Torque Converter. Auto
Trans Transfer Shaft Bearing. Auto Trans Transfer Shaft Race. Auto Trans Transfer Shaft Seal.
Auto Transmission Axle Relay. Auto Transmission Axle Relay Connector. Automatic
Transmission Filter. Automatic Transmission Filter Kit. Automatic Transmission Front Pump
Seal. Automatic Transmission Oil Cooler. Automatic Transmission Pan. Automatic
Transmission Pan Gasket. Automatic Transmission Pump Seal. Automatic Transmission Seal.
Automatic Transmission Solenoid Seal. Automatic Transmission Speed Sensor. Differential
Bearing. Drive Axle Seal. Input Shaft Seal. Manual Trans Differential Bearing. Manual Trans
Differential Race. Manual Trans Shift Linkage Seal. Neutral Safety Switch. Output Shaft Bearing.
Output Shaft Seal. Shift Rod Seal. Torque Converter Seal. Transmission Case Bearing.
Transmission Mount. Transmission Range Sensor. Transmission Repair Harness. Air Intake.
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Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection. Tools and Hardware. Original
Equipment. Pioneer Cables. Standard Motor Products. Shop By Vehicle. Click to Enlarge.
Original Equipment Automatic Transmission Solenoid. Product List Price:. Shipping Options:
Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Dorman Automatic Transmission Solenoid. Features: Direct
replacement - this automatic transmission control solenoid is designed to match the fit and
function of the original solenoid on specified vehicles Ideal solution - this solenoid is a reliable
replacement for an original part that is damaged or has failed due to fatigue, excessive heat or
electrical current Durable construction - this solenoid is made from quality components to
ensure reliable performance and a long service life Trustworthy quality - backed by team of
product experts in the United States and more than a century of automotive experience. Mopar
Automatic Transmission Solenoid. Mopar W Automatic Transmission Solenoid. Pioneer Cables
Automatic Transmission Solenoid. Dorman January 30th, Posted by Al T. Catalog: B. Vehicle
Engine Transmission Chrysler Sebring. Catalog: A. Vehicle Engine Chrysler Sebring. Catalog: P.
Vehicle Body Transmission Chrysler Sebring. Vehicle Chrysler Sebring. See the Back button
â€” blue bar at the very top of the page â€” to explore more. Add your complaint? I bought my
used touring model Sebring in may of , and since then it has repeatedly jumped or leaped
forward when coming to a stop or idling, even with my foot on the brake. I have almost caused a
few accidents by ramming the car in front of me at a stop light and such. I have seen many,
many of the same complaints and wish I knew what the issue was. Will be taking it into the
repair shop tomorrow. Add Complaint. We own this Chrysler sebring as we purchased it new in
the fall of from westborn Chrysler in dearborn. In the spring of we took a trip to Florida, and as
we were getting off the freeway, at the first stop light, the car was jerking to the point that if we
did not put it in park it would hit the gar in front, then it stopped. It stopped several times in that
trip. We took it to the dealer; they could not diagnose anything wrong with it. We drove the car
short distances since, but recently started to drive about 20 miles one way, when it started to
have the same symptoms. We experience several cases of sudden stalling, jerking and sudden
stops when turning. It happens when have to stop after a highway drive. In one instance it
almost hit our house. We took the car to the dealer again and were told that the right
downstream O2 sensor, and the harness connector have to be replaced and the fuel injector
needs to be serviced. Also the power steering pump is noisy. They claim this is not covered by
the 70, miles or 7 years warranty. After all, T really thing that this will not fix the problem, this is
only the effect of a different cause, that is not even found. All common problems with these
cars, as I read complaints. We have a Chrysler Sebring convertible which has a problem with
lurching forward and unable to stop no brakes. This has happened 3 times and we feel it is a
very dangerous situation. It has now been diagnosed as a transmission problem. We feel we
should not be responsible for this defect but Chrysler has refused to fix the problem. When we
contacted Chrysler, we were told we had an extended warranty but now are told we do not. We
are afraid to drive the car and feel strongly that Chrysler should be willing to repair or take it off
the road. Car stopped running when stopped at red light. Towed to dealer. Informed it needs
new battery and transmission solenoid pack. I authorized the repairs and also requested oil
change. Dealer called back stated engine has sludge, engine"very very bad", making knocking
noise, "may need new engine. I bought the car used at in with 23K miles. After about a month
we noticed a hard shift problem between 1st and 2nd mainly. We took the car in for repairs
several time but the dealer claimed they couldn't find a problem. Finally they acknowledged the
problem and did a partial rebuild on the transmission. After about two weeks the problem
resurfaced and the dealers still could not find the problem. I tried a different dealer just after the
car hit 36K and they also claimed no problem and charged me for the service since it was just
out of warranty. The driving lights also quit just after the warranty ran out. At this point I'm just
living with the problem because the dealers can't seem to find the problem. I have a Chrysler
Sebring with a 2. The potentially dangerous problem which has come up numerous times is the
engine RPM will surge causing the car to lurch forward. The problem occurs when coming to a
stop - the engine RPM will drop to the point where the engine will almost stall, then surge
excessively causing the car to lurch forward. This surge of rpms has caused me to almost hit
cars in front of me and worse, sending me into an intersection with oncoming cars. I have called
about this issue and brought my car in to have this issue examined - the only thing that was
does was to reprogram the transmission PCM. I do see that this is a fairly common problem with
other owners. Engine was leaking some type of red fluid. I purchased my car in Nov and on
several occasions the car has stalled on me I started the car back up immediately. On other
occasions the engine would rev up while sitting at a red light or either in a drive thru lane at a
restaurant. The car was not in park it scared me to death. I don't know the reason for this. The
car isn't under warranty any longer and I know the wont fix it problem. I purchased my Sebring

touring fall Since my purchased I have noticed that there is a vibration the car kind of shakes
between the speeds of 30 mph and 45 mph. Once it shifts again automatic transmission it stops.
This occurs while my foot has been on the brake and I hate to think of what could happen if I did
not have my foot on the brake when it lunges forward. I could hit someone or something. Have
had it to the dealer 3 times for this. The 2nd time I had found a service bulletin on this website
describing what should be done to correct the problem. It has now happened again, and is back
into the dealership where I was at first told that if they couldn't make it happen, they couldn't fix
it. I told them this was the 3rd time in the shop for the same issue and it is a safety issue. They
are going to try replacing a throttle positioning sensor. I was reading other complaints on this
website and decided it was time to write one because this is definitely happening to other
people and is a safety issue. Is Chrysler waiting for someone to get hurt before they find out
what the problem is? It only happens occasionally so it is hard to recreate it when you bring it
to the dealer, but there are many people with the same types of problems on this site. The
contact stated transmission failed after owning the car for one year. She called the dealer and
the manufacturer, and because she did not have a warranty, no one will do anything about it.
The cooling system malfunctioned shortly after she bought the car. Then, the following year, the
engine went out. When she bought the car it had 28, miles on it. Currently, it has 51, miles on it.
The contact owns a Chrysler Sebring convertible. The vehicle has been to the repair shop to fix
the transmission three times. The vehicle will buck, and the rpms will go up to rpms. It will not
shift out of second or third gear. It was a hazard to drive. The dealership could not do anything
to correct the problem. Chrysler has been notified. Chrysler changed parts vendors to try and
correct the problem. He received vehicle back yesterday, and the problem recurred. The
problem first began in August And has been occurring since then. My Sebring has been taken
to the dealership on a number of occasions. The car stalled while crossing traffic. The car
shakes as if the engine is about to rock out of it. It miss-fires on a regular bases. Drove to dealer
to find that I needed a computer software update. Took the vehicle back, idling rough, rpms
jumping all over the place. Several weeks later, vehicle stalled again this time on NJ turnpike
while slowing down, but not before surging forward, my foot was not on the accelerator, and
again started right back up. Returned to dealer mi, nothing registered on diagnostic check,
another cpu update. Car still in same condition only did not stall. Surging got progressively
worse, finally at approximately 8, miles car stalled countless times in the 13 mile ride to dealer,
check engine light illuminated, could hardly drive the entire way. Dealer found bad ignition coil,
but only because the light was illuminated could they detect a problem. Dealer kept car 3 days,
did not offer rental or comp car, nor transportation to my work. Picked up car, not stalling but
still idling rough, steering wheel visibly shaking. Why can't this problem be erradicated, this is
my first brand new car, and runs as poorly as my trade in did at , miles! I need a break, and I
need a solution. In addition, car makes loud whistling noise between mph, and headlights have
shut off 2 times in the middle of driving at night and flickered back on also, not tracable by
dealer computer. Consumer complained about an electrical system problem. Vehicle caught on
fire and burned the wiring. Also, transmission experienced problems, such as down shifting.
While driving automatic transmission would go into a lower gear and remain their for an
extensive period of time. I purchased a new Sebring limited convertible from egolf motors,
hendersonville, nc in Sept. I immediately noticed the engine idle was a problem because when
the brakes are applied when slowing to stop, the engine seems to pulse or rev up and then die
down to a normal idle. No accidents have occurred, but the engine has died on two occasions
while idling. When the transmission shifts it is jerky and at times noisy. I have had the service
manager and transmission specialist at egolf motors inspect and drive the car and their
response is that it is normal for this vehicle. However, I drove another new Sebring on the car
lot and found the transmission to shift smoothly and the idle had none of the surging features
of my car. I pointed this out to the service manager and he said my car is normal and if I could
replicate what is happening then to bring the car back. I left the car over night for them to
examine under cold conditions and they still said it was within normal range according to their
computer analysis. Granted, the idle, transmission and stalling problems are somehwhat
intermittent, but I would hope their is something that can be done to fix these annoying
problems. In one on-line suggestion I read that some of the problem could be caused by a faulty
idle control sensor. Transmission was replaced after only 1, miles. Also, vehicle experienced
intermittent power surges. Consumer contacted the dealer, and dealer could not duplicate the
problem. Then, dealer stated no problem, good-bye. Consumer was extremely upset. On two
separate occasions when releasing the brake pedal from a stopping position vehicle suddenly
accelerated and lurched forward, consumer had to slam on the brakes to get the vehicle under
control. Vehicle had been to the dealer on two separate occasions, and the transmission was
replaced twice. I have just bought a Chrysler Sebring , and experienced some problems. I have

not been to teh dealer yet for them, just wanted to conform the problem first. I did a search
online and saw this website an dthe I agreed with all the complaints already on here. I almost hit
the car in front of me. This has happened twice so far. I have miles on my car. After reading
same complaints on this website, I am affraid that the dealer will not be able to fix this, which is
pathetic that a dollar car would have something like this that is so annoying. I dont know if its
bad gear shifting by teh autotran or just bad timming adjustement? I was backing up in my
parking at hime.. Same thing happened when I pulled up to the parking entrance at work to
show my access card, and when I put it in P, the RPM dropped causing the car to stall. I donno
what that is. But this also has been reported by other people on this same site, no one is hurt
but I see my self bumping someone in future sooo clearly.!! Ongoing issue with Chrysler
Sebring convertible limited edition automatic transmission "clunking when changing gears",
"not engaging gear selected" and twice transmission shift to high, then lower gear resulting in
vechicle surging. First time this happened it caused the car to jerk straight forward was in a
curve toward a bridge abutment. Second time the surging occured, was slowing down for a red
light with a car in front of me. I barely missed hitting the car in front of me. Dealer replaced
transmission pump, then notified me that the shift cable was broken. It was replaced. Vehicle
continues all symptoms described, including new problem with clunking when shifted from
park. Dealer says they can't identify the cause so repairs cannot be made. I took the car back
within days of taking possession in August only to be told that it was new and needed some
time to break in. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who
bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please
enter a question. Skip to main content. Consider these available items. Mopar AA Transmission
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